
LET’S GET
Can social workers be
divorced from politics?
What is the relationship
between social work
and politics? And how
best can practitioners
make an impact in the
political arena? Matt
Bee takes a look

H
ave you ever tried avoiding

the news? I have, but this

last week it’s come

streaming into my

household in one great

torrential downpour. It’s no

use barricading the door: the world’s media

are unrelenting with their updates. Yesterday

umpteen Labour MPs resigned, on Sunday

Nicola Sturgeon was re-erecting Hadrian’s

Wall, and before that the Prime Minister

handed in his cards. For a while it looked as if

the Chancellor had done a runner. Meanwhile,

Boris Johnson was being shouted at by

Londoners who had apparently started

petitioning to declare the capital a separate

state. 

Asking whether social workers should take

an interest in politics in such times takes on a

very different meaning. Everyone’s interested

in politics now. They’re not just interested –

they’re alarmed, panic-stricken even, braced

for each and every news bulletin. As such,

there couldn’t be a better time to explore the

link between politics and social work.  

In calmer periods politics can often be seen

as a bit dull by many social workers. Let’s be

honest, in the normal way of things, when the

country isn’t tearing itself to shreds, how

many of us crank on the TV and settle down

to a parliamentary debate? And for those of

us who do, what do we find? A room full of

grown adults shouting, jeering, and behaving

in a way that would see most school children

expelled from a classroom.   

This is how our country is run. At times it’s

just nonsensical. Last week aside, just take a

moment to consider the art of ‘filibustering’ –

a time-wasting ploy used by members of the

house to obstruct an important debate. By

speaking about whatever they like for as long

as they dare, a politician can run the clock

down until time runs out and everyone has to

go home. Tory MP Jacob Rees-Mog once

resorted to reciting poetry. In the House of

Lords a Labour peer discussed prime

numbers. It’s an established technique

apparently, dating back to Roman times. 

By such peculiar means our country is

governed, so little wonder there are those of

us who want nothing to do with it. 

But as social workers, can we ever, really,

divorce ourselves from politics? Right now, I

bet we wish we could, but the fact is our

business and that of Westminster are very

much yoked together – something Aisha, a

mental health social worker, is all too aware

of. “They set the legislation we have to follow

and make cuts to services so we have to

POLITICAL
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clicking links on Facebook?

“Yes, but politicians take far more notice if

someone has written in with their own

opinions… Group think can be very tedious,”

he replies.

Harry is dubious about internet users

beating a drum and shouting for change.

Asked what he thinks is the best way of

campaigning for political change, he replies: ‘‘I

think that generalised agitprop whinging is not

effective. I would suggest be positive. Offer a

practical solution where your work gives you

some specialist knowledge.”

Campaigners might well bridle at being

seen as whinging but is complaining about

something the same as campaigning about

it? Do we actually achieve anything, as a

profession, if we queue up on Facebook to

bad mouth government policies?

If a social worker really wants to engage

with politics, Harry reckons their first step

should be to join a political party. 

A few months ago Hayley, a social worker

in adult services, did just that. I meet her to

find out how it’s going. 

Grassroots

“Ultimately, to change things, you have to

go into politics,” she says. “When you first

become a social worker, you start out wanting

to help people on an individual basis. But the

more you do it, the more you realise you can’t

just help the individual. Their problems are

wider, political.”

Such thoughts led Hayley to become active

politically but she’s been left feeling

somewhat flat by the experience. Much of the

time in her first meeting was spent setting the

agenda for future meetings, she says. “You

feel like you’ll be getting lost in another

system.”

By joining a political cause at grassroots,

Hayley feels she’s not so much challenging

the system as subscribing to it – and politics

is an unwieldy, creaking sort of system to

enrol into.  

And yet, for some social workers, this

doesn’t deter them at all.  

Emma Lewell-Buck, a former social worker,

joined her local council at the age of 24 and

stood as the Labour candidate for South

Shields in 2013 after David Miliband stood

down. Now elected, she is one of only a

handful of the 650 MPs in Parliament with a

background in social care. Off the top of her

head she thinks there’s about five ex-social

workers in the House of Commons in total,

with herself being the most recent recruit.      

make do with very little,” she says.

For Aisha, the relationship between state

and social work is very clear: it’s parental. Not

only are we told what to do but also what we

can have.  

Ray Jones, Professor of Social Work at

Kingston University and St Georges,

University of London, goes a step further,

pointing out that the Government also

determines the life circumstances of those

we’re trying to help. Children and families and

disabled people are all worse off thanks to the

cuts, he says. He talks about social workers

being forced into a role that is focused on

social control, risk management and the

rationing of resources.  

Once again this highlights how our work is

shaped by the powerbrokers in Westminster:

what we do is dictated by what they say. It is

with good reason then that Professor Jones

feels it’s “absolutely crucial” for social workers

to be politically aware.  

The question then arises as to what is the

best way of doing that?

Increasingly social workers, and the wider

world in general, follow politics through social

media. No sooner does a headline appear in

the press than, hours later, a flurry of postings,

unfettered by editorial bias (or even,

sometimes, accuracy) cascade through social

media and generate a strong following,

gaining momentum until, with enough likes,

comments and shares, it becomes a tidal

wave of public opinion sloshing across the

internet.    

For the armchair enthusiast this is fantastic:

what better way to engage with a political

debate than to sit at home and click a button?

For harassed social workers with barely the

energy to raise the lid on their laptop in the

evening, it couldn’t be any better.  

But do those in charge actually pay

attention to social media? Are they bothered

by what’s happening on Facebook?

Harry Phibbs is a Conservative councillor

for Hammersmith and Fulham, and a blogger

for ConservativeHome. I ask him if a person

can really take an active role in politics by

“Social work is under attack by the

Government,” she says. “They are trying to

privatise the profession and, to me, that’s

terrifying. But the reason they can push all

this through is because social workers are on

their knees. They don’t have time to

campaign.”

Emma provides reams of useful quotes.

She tells me about fighting poverty, making

funerals affordable for poorer families,

supporting food banks. Being a social worker

was good preparation for her life in

Parliament, she says: “Not many MPs have

sat in those households with struggling

families, and been there with them in that

way.”

As an MP Emma can actually shape

political discourse. She can raise questions in

Parliament, lobby the Government, tackle the

Prime Minister on policy. But where does that

leave the rest of us?   

To really engage with politics, Emma thinks

more social workers should join BASW, a

view shared by Ray Jones. He also identifies

trade unions and organisations like the Social

Work Action Network as possible conduits for

expressing our political will. Engaging with

the media is important too, he says, as well

as working alongside other professions. 

As I write this, our future is unclear with

politicians resigning en masse, Europe on the

brink and the UK threatening to break apart.

By the time you read it yet more changes will

have taken place.

So, should a social worker take an interest

in politics? The short answer is an emphatic

yes. But beyond this, social work as a

profession also needs to take an active role.

We need to have a voice – which means we

have to work together, collectively, as one. 

That isn’t easy. It means we have to

succeed where, as the last week has shown,

the wider world of politics has so

comprehensively failed. 

feature

By speaking about
whatever they like for as

long as they dare, a
politician can run the
clock down until time

runs out and everyone
has to go home
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Do we actually achieve
anything, as a profession,
if we queue up on
Facebook to bad mouth
government policies?
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